USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10108.10

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Sends 3 traumatized patients to the CNS::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Back at Tactical manning the weapons systems::

CEO_Galagar says:
::taps keys at a rapid pace, trying to get the warp core ready for warp.::

CSO_Shras says:
:: sitting in the astronomy lab in front of a small screen with all lights down ::

TO_Taurrek says:
::enters the bridge and takes his station at the auxiliary tactical console::

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
:: at helm ::

CO_Tucker says:
::Sitting in his Chair on the Bridge::

CEO_Galagar says:
<Lt_Briggs> ::Exits his quarters, and enters the turbo lift. Deep sweat pours from his face, and he hastily wipes it off as he exits ME::

XO_Tran says:
::Walks into ME feeling a little bit out of place in the busy area::  CEO: Chief, how are the repairs going?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Checks a few patients and injects one with kayolane and then exits sickbay and heads to the CO, since he was asked to report to him::

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> ::walks quickly out of the TL, and rams into the XO...sighs:: Self: Errgh... XO: Sorry commander... ::Walks to his station::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE GENEVA IS 'STUCK' AT THE CHODAN'RI HOMEWORLD AFTER THE CHODAN'RI SHIP ABSCONDED WITH THE ARTIFACTS, AND THE LEAD ARCHEOLOGIST, AFTER DISABLING THE FEDERATION SHIP FIRST

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Lieutenant, in order to get the anesthezine needed for this plan, I have to get it from Lieutenant Immolisius. Shall I make my request?

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Do you want the truth.... or do you want to hear the real truth?

XO_Tran says:
::stumbles to the side and looks back:: Briggs: Quite all right Lieutenant...

CNS_Landt says:
::receives the list for the trauma patients from the CMO via PADD and reviews their records so she can schedule their appointments::

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> ::Picks up the PADDs he was carrying.... from around the commander... mumbling an apology... and goes back to work...::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: That would be a good idea so if the CO gives the go ahead we will be that much closer and get with the CEO and get the dish ready too.

XO_Tran says:
CEO: The one that tells me exactly how ship systems are really doing.

TO_Taurrek says:
::nods:: CTO: Understood.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the TL:: Computer:  Bridge.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Hands the XO a PADD with nearly 1000 key systems that have "Offline" next to them...:: XO: Oh... not bad... we can move at a moments notice.....

CSO_Shras says:
Self: I can’t understand why this is not working.....

XO_Tran says:
*TO*: Ensign, run your plan by the Captain again if you haven't already.  It has my approval; all it needs now is Captain Tucker's.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Moves over to the console Briggs is on.... and types quickly looking up the data transfer information....::

CSO_Shras says:
:: tries again the images of the ancient map in the computer ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the bridge and walks over to the CO:: CO: Sir, you needed something?

CSO_Shras says:
Computer: Analyze this star map with the position of the stars in the Chodan'Ri period; find the point of view....

TO_Taurrek says:
*XO*: Understood ma'am. ::moves from auxiliary console to the CO::

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> ::Looks at the CEO's face and stumbles back almost falling....:: CEO: Si... sir... what’s wrong with your face its all green....

CO_Tucker says:
CMO: Yes....  I received a proposed plan from Ens. Taurrek. I have a couple questions for you.

TO_Taurrek says:
::stops at the captain overhearing the conversation::

XO_Tran says:
::Looks at the PADD with a frown:: CEO: Agh... Chief, prioritize repairs to whatever systems will keep us alive, then combat systems.  I'll be on the bridge.

OPS-Friendly says:
::checks her panel to make sure power is where it needs to be::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: shoot, but before here ::Holds out a PADD to the CO:: CO: Its the current medical status of the crew.

CNS_Landt says:
::schedules the first crewman for an appointment immediately and informs the other two of their times for their appointments::

CEO_Galagar says:
:: turns at the LT:: Briggs: Oh...is it that noticeable.... it’s just some facial cram..... I'm ok.....::Goes to another console:: XO: Do you really think I would do anything else.....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets the three teams ready for a debriefing from his TO should the CO gives the go ahead with the plan that he came up with::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Has all three teams ready to meet in cargo bay 2 for the debriefing with EVA suites ready to be checked and Rifles on and with transport enhancers::

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> ::Shutters....not believing the CEO... he's been infected by the thing going around the ship... he really needs to get off the hunk of junk before they get him....  Walks into he same TL as the XO::

CO_Tucker says:
::Looks at the PADD:: CMO: Well, part of his plan involves flooding the Chodan'Ri warship with anesthezine gas, first... do we have enough to do that?  And secondly, would that even work against the Chodan'Ri, based upon what you know about their physiology?

XO_Tran says:
::Turns before exiting:: CEO: From you  No, of course not.

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: so...what’s on your mind.....?

TO_Taurrek says:
::stands at attention listening to the conversation between the CO and CMO::

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> Computer: Shuttle bay....

XO_Tran says:
CEO: A fear that we might just possibly fail... but anyway, I need to be on the bridge.  Keep me updated on the repairs?

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Fail... fail what....

CEO_Galagar says:
::Keeps working on the systems ... jumping back and forth between two consoles....::

OPS-Friendly says:
CO:  Sir, we have power restored to most major systems, working on the rest sir!

XO_Tran says:
::Shakes her head and leaves::

XO_Tran says:
::Strides into a TL:: TL: Bridge.

CO_Tucker says:
OPS: Very good.

OPS-Friendly says:
*Todd*:  How long until we have power back to the minor systems?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Feels her leave.... shrugs... she worries too much...:: 

OPS-Friendly says:
<Todd> OPS:  Ma’am, 2 more hours with any luck.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: oh that plan Sir...::eye lash twitches slightly:: CO: Sir, I have nothing on the physiology so I won't know the effects the gas will have, and another thing, we do not have a large supply of anesthezine gas, It’s…

CSO_Shras says:
:: looks at the screen, displaying stars moving around slowly... ::

CNS_Landt says:
::converses with her patients::

OPS-Friendly says:
*Todd*: Very good, keep me updated.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Not Rational to waste the supply of Anesthezine unless we have conclusive evidence that this will work.

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> ::Enters the Shuttle bay... tries to open one using his security clearance.... no such luck....::

XO_Tran says:
::Walks onto the bridge, moving over to the Science Consoles:: *CSO*: Any luck Commander?

CO_Tucker says:
CMO: Agreed, and as I thought.  Thank you.

OPS-Friendly says:
::begins checking with her people to see their progress::

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> *CEO*: Briggs to Galagar. Sir, I've found a source of dilmentrium on a near moon.. Permission to take a shuttle to investigate? 

TO_Taurrek says:
::raises an eyebrow::

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
:: running diagnostics on the navigation systems ::

XO_Tran says:
::Looks over the readings on the Science consoles that have been made::

OPS-Friendly says:
CO:  Captain, we need more auxiliary panels, should I ask the CEO to replicate them?

CO_Tucker says:
CTO/TO: We will use your plan as a contingency, and if we get the opportunity to do so.  However, anesthezine gas is on too short a supply... You will have to do things the old fashioned way, with phasers.  Get your teams on stand-by.

CEO_Galagar says:
*Briggs*: Hang on... I'll check that we've got time. *CO*: Captain, an engineer of mine has found a large deposit of a material that we can't replicate, and somewhat need for repairs.... do we have time for him to extract some?

CSO_Shras says:
*XO*: I have it yes! I am coming to the bridge now, heat up the engines for the race!

OPS-Friendly says:
::puts Martha on hold until she gets an answer from the CO::

CO_Tucker says:
OPS: absolutely.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir my teams will be able to handle it the old fashion way if they have too.

TO_Taurrek says:
::nods:: CO: Understood sir. ::rushes to turbo lift and waits for CTO::

CSO_Shras says:
:: runs to the TL :: TL: Bridge on the triple!

XO_Tran says:
::Moves over to the Command center and takes her seat::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::TO Joins his TO on the TL::

OPS-Friendly says:
::nods to the CO:  *Martha*:  That is a go, I will contact the CEO now and you head on down there.

XO_Tran says:
*CSO*: We'll be right here waiting Shras.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: I have the teams assembled in cargo bay 2 so we should go there.

CSO_Shras says:
:: enters the bridge half running to the CO/XO ::

CO_Tucker says:
TO: Getting a little anxious?  I want you on the bridge, but on standby, we have to catch them first.

TO_Taurrek says:
TL: Cargo Bay 2.

OPS-Friendly says:
*CEO*:  This is OPS; I need 3 model 23581 panels.  CO said it was ok for you to replicate them.  Martha is on her way to pick them up.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: On the other hand sir, if I can get a good scan of one of the Chodan'Ri... I might be able to find out what we need to do to disable them....

CSO_Shras says:
CO/XO: I think we got them!

CO_Tucker says:
XO: Diana, when will we be able to get underway?  ::Turns to the CSO::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: I guess you stay on the bridge I will get the teams ready keep scanners going try to find some sort of trail or something we can follow to the Chodan'Ri.

TO_Taurrek says:
TL: Halt!

CSO_Shras says:
CO/XO: I had pictures of what looked like a star map on the artifacts. I put them in the computer and compared to ancient stars position....

XO_Tran says:
CO: Safely?  Soon, by the looks of things.  I'm waiting on an exact timeframe.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Mutters something about the OPS going to replicate his own....:: Gordon: Get on that order of 23581 panels... make sure its model 3.... I don't have time for this.

CO_Tucker says:
CSO: And?

CEO_Galagar says:
*CO*: Captain is that a negative....?

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Understood sir. And, we also have to clear out the auxiliary Cargo Bay for the simultaneous transport of some of the Chodan’Ri off their ship to ours. ::enters bridge::

CSO_Shras says:
CO/XO: I have the looking point from were the star map was taken and the "endpoint" were might be other artifacts....

OPS-Friendly says:
::taps her fingers waiting on a reply from the passing CEO::

CSO_Shras says:
CO/XO: The Chodan'Ri will probably try to get there too, we might beat them to it and take the artifacts before....

CEO_Galagar says:
<EO_Gordon> *OPS*:Your parts are ready, they are in Cargo bay 3.... get them when your ready.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: I will have alpha team get it ready then run drills to get it down pat so there will be no errors. We must be ready this time.

CSO_Shras says:
CO/XO: They won't be able to assemble the weapon without all the pieces....

CNS_Landt says:
<Crewman#1>: Well doc, I'm not sure what's wrong... I feel like I want to kill every single Chodan'Ri there is.  I feel like I'm going to explode inside if I can't kill one soon!

CO_Tucker says:
CSO: So you surmise that you know where the Chodan'Ri are heading?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::After his TO leaves the TL he orders the TL to continue on to Cargo bay 2::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Keeps working on systems....:: *Briggs*: Ok, you've got 5 minutes... make it quick... in and out....

OPS-Friendly says:
*EO Gordon*:  I suggest you change your attitude, as I am sure the CO just loved what you just said.

CSO_Shras says:
CO: Positive sir!

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sends conformation orders to the FCO, about the shuttle launch...::

OPS-Friendly says:
::glances over to see if the CO heard him::

TO_Taurrek says:
::walks to the tactical console... and prepares fight pattern::

CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Give the course and heading to Sarlek.

OPS-Friendly says:
*Martha*:  Change directions, we have a cute EO who has sent them to the cargo bay.

XO_Tran says:
*CEO*: Get the Dilithium quickly.  Send our fastest shuttle... until then, how long do we have until the ship is ready for a possible combat situation?

CSO_Shras says:
:: heads for his console and taps the coordinates, sending them to the FCO ::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: Done sir!

CEO_Galagar says:
*XO*: Would next Tuesday work for you.....?

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
CO: I have the course plotted in sir

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Lay in a course to the coordinates Cmdr. Shras gives you.  As soon as warp is back online, engage at maximum.

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> ::Gets into a shuttle:: *FCO*: This is shuttlecraft 2, permission to depart?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters cargo bay 2 and orders Alpha team to prepare cargo bay 1 to receive prisoners and has the other two teams run Shock trooper drills::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Good initiative.

CNS_Landt says:
Crewman: Hmmm...Have you tried going to the holodecks to work out your anger?

XO_Tran says:
*CEO*: Cut the jokes Lieutenant, I need an accurate time frame.

CO_Tucker says:
XO: As soon as possible, give him the order to engage.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Chuckles:: *XO*: Shields are up, and we have one torpedo tube ready. Do you want warp up first, or weapons?

OPS-Friendly says:
::giggles at the XO, seems like smart mouths run in the engineering department::

CO_Tucker says:
*CTO*: Lt. Asmodeius, report back to the bridge, but keep the team assembled and ready.  There may be a slight change in plans.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Waits for the eventual both command.... always want things done now, if not yesterday::

XO_Tran says:
*CEO*: Warp, at best performance.  We'll be racing them to the last puzzle piece.

TO_Taurrek says:
::finishes fight pattern and over hears the CO's order:: CO: Sir?

OPS-Friendly says:
<Martha> OPS:  I am in the cargo bay, and they are not here... this is NOT funny Ma’am!

CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CO*: Copy that sir. ::Orders all teams to maintain alert status and to be ready at a moment’s notice::

CEO_Galagar says:
*XO*: Well I've got your warp 1, maybe 1.5 in a few hours maybe 3


CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Heads for the TL::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TL: Bridge.

OPS-Friendly says:
::sighs::  *Martha*:  Copy that, stay put and I will see if I can find them.

XO_Tran says:
*CEO*: Okay, we'll take it.  Get the shuttle back to the Geneva; we're leaving now.

CO_Tucker says:
TO: Hopefully we can beat the Chodan'Ri to their destination, in which case your plan will not be needed.  If we do not beat them there, it will be needed more than ever, but I want my best Tactical officers on the bridge right now.

CEO_Galagar says:
*Briggs*: Have you left yet...if not...don't go.. we're heading....

CNS_Landt says:
::continues her session with the crewman::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters the bridge and goes over to Tactical::

CEO_Galagar says:
*XO*: Shuttle didn't have a chance to leave... Engineering is ready when you are.

XO_Tran says:
FCO: Engage course, Warp 1.

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
CO: Aye sir :: taps the console and engages warp ::

TO_Taurrek says:
CO: Acknowledged sir. I put thought into the plan. But if we don't have to use it... that would be quite pleasing.

OPS-Friendly says:
CO:  Sir, I hate to bother you at this time, but ... our panels seem to be misplaced.

Host Bob_AGM (Warp.wav)

TO_Taurrek says:
::unsure if he should use the word pleasing instead of satisfying::

CEO_Galagar says:
All: Ok, Alpha join Beta with the warp fields I was 5 in 20, Gamma, split and equalize among shields and weapons.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Well TO, all we need to do now is catch those dirty rotten gutter snipes then we can make them pay for their crimes.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Just returning to Sickbay he prepares for injuries::

CO_Tucker says:
TO: I understand, and it is a good plan... but all plans need modified when we use them out here in the real world.  We’ll do what we can.

TO_Taurrek says:
::hears the long line of dirty rotten guttersnipes and raises an eyebrow:: CTO: Guttersnipes sir?

OPS-Friendly says:
::pulls up her records of the panels transported supposedly to the cargo bay::

TO_Taurrek says:
CO: I understand sir.

CMO_Immolisius says:
*CO*: Sir...    If I could get a reading on the Chodan'Ri, we may gain valuable information.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Yup I have got a real gripe too pick with those guys, first they kill civilians just to get away then they damage the Geneva while we are still in a planet atmosphere only to run off. All with out giving a fair fight.

OPS-Friendly says:
*Martha*:  The jerk <w> sent them to the shuttle bay.  Let me know when you find them ::grumbles about people who don't know a cargo bay from a shuttle bay::

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> ::Sighs.... he didn't even get a chance.... exits the shuttle::

CNS_Landt says:
::finishes up with her patients and decides to head to the bridge::

CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: If we get the chance, then of course.  Study up on the data we collected from their homeworld, it must have some information on their physiology.

CMO_Immolisius says:
*CO*: Nothing of value sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Enters a TL: Bridge::

XO_Tran says:
CO: Warp 1.5 in approximately... 3 hours sir.

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Lieutenant, my instructor at academy told me that finding the tactical advantage always puts you ahead of the opponent. The Chodan’Ri did so quite well. Their only mistake was allowing us to live.

CO_Tucker says:
XO: Safely?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO Agreed and for that we get another chance to make them pay and this time I want us to be the one's on top and them in the jail.

CNS_Landt says:
::enters the turbo lift:: Computer:  Bridge.

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE CHODAN'RI SUDDENLY REALIZE THEY DID NOT DO ENOUGH DAMAGE TO THE GENEVA TO KEEP IT AT BAY LONG ENOUGH TO ASSEMBLE AND ACTIVATE THE WEAPON, AND CERTAINLY DID NOT MOVE FAR ENOUGH AWAY TO COMPLETELY ELUDE THE FEDERATION SHIP

XO_Tran says:
CO: I would hope so.  ::Looks at the status reports on repairs::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Enters the bridge checks his PADD...still at 1.46...goes to his station::

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
CO: I am picking up a stronger ion trail

CTO_Asmodeius says:
:: Notices the Chodan'Ri on sensors:: CO: Sir we have the Chodan’Ri on long-range sensors sir.

CNS_Landt says:
*XO*: I've completed my sessions with the traumas and am on my way to the bridge.

CEO_Galagar says:
*CNS*: Galagar to Landt.

XO_Tran says:
*CNS*: Acknowledged.

Host Bob_AGM says:
THEIR EQUIVALENT OF A TACTICAL OFFICER ALERTS THE CHODAN'RI COMMANDER THAT THE GENEVA IS NOW UNDER POWER AND HEADING IN THE GENERAL DIRECTION OF THE CHODAN'RI SHIP

CO_Tucker says:
CEO: Commander Tran has informed me that we can have a safe warp 1.5 in three hours... what can we get with "reasonable safety"?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Has the equipment secured::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Transferring the coordinate to the FCO sir.  ::Sends the coordinates to the FCO::

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: True. I have realized that when we proceed with the simultaneous transport, their people will be on our ship. Our operations officer will have to be quite alert. He will have to be ready to activate a level 10 force field around the cargo bay the Chodan’Ri are being held.

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE CHODAN'RI COMMANDER REMOVES THE EQUIVALENT OF A HEART FROM HIS TACTICAL OFFICER FOR NOT BEING MORE DELIBERATE IN DAMAGING THE FEDERATION SHIP LONG ENOUGH

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: I have Delta team standing by at the cargo bay to be sure that they mind themselves.

CEO_Galagar says:
CO: Well once we move over the hump, up to 1.76... we should have warp 5 in a matter of minutes...then it’s the slow grind up warp 6.

OPS-Friendly says:
::listens for any communications in the area::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE CHODAN'RI COMMANDER LOOKS AT THE DEAD OFFICER'S SUBORDINATE AND ADVISES HIM TO DO A BETTER JOB....

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: That is a wise command sir.

CNS_Landt says:
::enters the bridge and sits herself at an unoccupied console, surveying the situation and ready to be called upon at any moment::

CEO_Galagar says:
CO: Though I am astonished that they did such a good job not damaging any of the key areas...do you still think its just luck?

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Increase speed to warp 5.

TO_Taurrek says:
::wonders if the CTO will be able to detect if his statement was a compliment... should have restated his comment::

CO_Tucker says:
CEO: Monitor warp field containment.... and yes I know I am taking a big risk.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: You will lead the AT to the Bridge to capture the ship so I want you to be sure to make the Department proud and to get the jump on those clowns.

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
CO: Aye sir :: accelerates to warp 5 and then levels off the speed ::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Feels the ship rambling...and notices the warp bubble wobbling....hopes that it stays intact, increases energy to the stabilizers::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: I thank you for the compliment and I know you will do the ship proud.

OPS-Friendly says:
::sees and energy spike and send more power to engineering::

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
:: attempts to compensate for the wobbly warp bubble ::

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Acknowledged sir. I will, get what you refer to as a "jump" on the clowns that are located on the Chodan’Ri bridge.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters his office and sits down::

CO_Tucker says:
OPS: Notify Starfleet Command of our current situation, and that we are on our way to the Weapons location.

OPS-Friendly says:
CO: Aye Sir ::begins encoding a message to SFC of the current situation::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: If nothing else if the gas doesn't work a lack of oxygen will do the job and you should be able to accomplish that from the bridge or direct the Epsilon team in the procedure.

CSO_Shras says:
CO: on a secured channel sir! The Chodan'Ri might be listening....

OPS-Friendly says:
CO: Ready Sir, shall I send now, or wait until we are closer to the other ship?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sighs as the vibration ends....:: *Alpha/Beta*: Good job, now channel the energy through beta 7, and bring us to 6, then move it through the pylons until we make 8.... then you know the drill.

CO_Tucker says:
OPS: Encrypt it and send it now.

OPS-Friendly says:
CO:  Encrypted and on its way ::grinning::

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Sir, we will not be using the gas. I can proceed with a transport to their environmental systems. I will destroy them. I will also deactivate their artificial gravity. That way, we will have a great advantage.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Good idea it may not be as effective as your gas but it will still work and as soon as they pass out we can transport them to the cargo bay for holding.

CEO_Galagar says:
CO: We are stable.... warp 6 in 3.... 8 in 2 more....

CO_Tucker says:
TO: Perhaps not, suppose this species is adapted to zero G, we know next to nothing of them.

CO_Tucker says:
TO: I think it would be best if we kept our people in an environment they are used to.  That way we are on equal footing.

TO_Taurrek says:
::frowns a bit with deep thought:: CO: That is quite true Captain. I suppose we will have to go with... our gut feelings. ::feels odd as a Vulcan saying that::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Either way sir the lack of oxygen will give us the advantage anyways, sir.

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Are you sure they even need oxygen?

CNS_Landt says:
::going over the file once more on the Chodan'Ri to prepare for the situation ahead::

TO_Taurrek says:
::squints eyes::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir their planet was much like your earth but not quite as rich in oxygen, sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Can you look at something sir....

OPS-Friendly says:
::glances around the bridge:

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Yep?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Does this look organic to you.... or just an interesting crystalline fragment?

TO_Taurrek says:
CO: Captain, shall I look over the information Lieutenant Immolisius has on the Chodan’Ri? Maybe we can notice a weakness. What humans refer to as... an "Achilles Heel".

CEO_Galagar says:
::Hands the CSO, a fragment of refined Trilitioxide::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: With their environmental systems down we will be able to get a jump on them as they re-act to the lack of oxygen or what ever they breath, sir.

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Where have you taken it?

Host Bob_AGM says:
CAUGHT A LITTLE OFF GUARD, THE CHODAN'RI SHIP SUDDENLY SHOWS UP ON THE SHORT RANGE SENSORS ABOARD THE GENEVA

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: An engineer of mine brought it to me yesterday. Said he found it in deck 14.

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
CO: I have them on short-range sensors

XO_Tran says:
FCO: How close?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: It appears to have veins... as if it was some sort of egg... but... it was imbedded... in a conduit.

XO_Tran says:
CTO/TO: Our objective is to retrieve our people, the artifacts, and if possible, disable the ship.  Make the plans to revolve around the safety of Dr. Loran and her team

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir we have the Chodan'Ri on short-range sensors, sir.

TO_Taurrek says:
::hears they are on short-range sensors and looks at the phaser on his buckle... the phaser rifle attached to his back::

CSO_Shras says:
CSO: I'll have to look at it in the lab, if it is powered up?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Transfers power to lab 3:: CSO: Lab 3 has power... as well as your containment units of course.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir as soon as we can board I have Beta team going after our people and epsilon going after engineering with Alpha team heading for the bridge.

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: It could be the result of the activity of something living, or just a deposit of matter....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: We will be able to drop their environmental systems at the same time as we reclaim our people sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Well I would be interested in your findings..... last thing we need is... well... never mind....

CEO_Galagar says:
::Tries to get back to work...back to the field....::

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Right now, I just want their ship disabled, and our people back.  Find the human life signs and knock out their power systems and propulsion.

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: I'll get someone on this as soon as possible....

CMO_Immolisius says:
*CO*: I deeply suggest against the boarding of any Chodan'Ri Vessel Sir!

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: They will as the saying goes come out fighting and we should be able to pull it off with minimal casualties, sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Thanks Gabe, I do appreciate your help.

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Thanks Shras.

Pam says:
@::overhears a conversation about a Federation ship closing in::

CNS_Landt says:
CO:  I agree with the CMO.  We don't know what kind of environment we will be placing them in, and we don't know the physical strength of the Chodan'Ri..

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir.  ::Begins to scan for human life signs and sends the coordinates to Beta team so they can retrieve our people::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE COMMANDER OF THE CHODAN'RI BEGINS TO REALIZE THAT THERE IS A POSSIBILITY THAT HE HAS UNDERESTIMATED THE FEDERATION CREW, AND THAT THEY MAY BE ABLE TO DO MORE AGAINST HIM THAN HE THOUGHT

CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: You are going to be with them Dr. So no need to worry.  Report to the Transporter room.

Host Bob_AGM says:
AND POSSIBLY THAT THEIR (THE FEDERATION) TECHNOLOGY IS MORE SOPHISTICATED THAN ORIGINALLY THOUGHT...

CMO_Immolisius says:
*CO*: Oh Thanks Sir, I'll be sure to attach any severed limbs once I return...  ::Grabs his med kit and leaves::

TO_Taurrek says:
::remembered the plan as Alpha hits engineering, Beta hits environmental systems, and Zeta takes the artifacts::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, I have found our people and relayed the info to Beta team, all we need to do now is get their shields down and board them.

XO_Tran says:
CO: Sir, shall I go with one of the teams?  ::Remembers the proposal she received::

TO_Taurrek says:
::remembers her being on his team... and taking over the bridge::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the TR holding two medical kits::

CEO_Galagar says:
<LT_Briggs> ::Feels something in his head....as he falls over into a Jeffries tube to his death::

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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